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Short Description

The CRONOS Riing RGB 7.1 comes packed with features and latest tech offering up an oversized 50mm state-
of-the-art tilting neodymium driver and true RGB engineered with 16.8 million color illumination amongst 8
different lighting effects gives you unparalleled customization options to personalize your own battle colors.

Description

The CRONOS Riing RGB 7.1 comes packed with features and latest tech offering up an oversized 50mm state-
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of-the-art tilting neodymium driver and true RGB engineered with 16.8 million color illumination amongst 8
different lighting effects gives you unparalleled customization options to personalize your own battle colors.
It also comes equipped with the latest 7.1 premium virtual surround sound technology to offer the most
immersive 3D sound experience to ensure you hear all sounds with pinpoint accuracy for that all-important
competitive edge.

Features

OVERSIZED 50MM NEODYMIUM DRIVERS
The CRONOS Riing RGB gaming headset comes with a new generation 50mm oversized tilting neodymium
driver that is capable of channeling precision sound into the ear of the user for a more precise and
comfortable audio experience, especially during periods of long play.

SUPERIOR SOUND PERFORMANCE FOR BALENCED IN-GAME AUDIO

143% increased sound output
Clearer and more precise audio quality
Tilting driver for more ear space & comfort
Immersive sound experience

STRIKING VISUAL ILLUMINATION
True 16.8 million RGB color across 2 zones provide superior illumination during gameplay. Enthusiasts can
choose from eight stunning lighting effects.

ULTIMATE 7.1 PREMIUM VIRTUAL SURROUND SOUND PERFORMANCE
The powerful 50mm tilting neodymium magnetic drivers and latest internal digital sound tech work hand in
hand to produce up to 96KHz/24 bit of stunning high quality audio sound. In addition to these amazing
features, enhanced virtual 7.1 surround sound tech is enabled to deliver stunning audio clarity and bass to
provide for a truly immersive gaming experience. Ensure you hear every sound with pinpoint accuracy for
that all-important competitive edge.

UNIQUE NEW GAMING SOFTWARE
The CRONOS Riing RGB 7.1 comes with a unique software that allows for added customizable options for
speakers, microphone and lighting effect settings, which include: volume control, sample rate, FPS, MMORPG,
ARPG, RTS equalizer, 3D 7.1 surround sound, audio brilliant, dynamic bass, smart value, voice clarity and
surround max.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED AUTO ADJUSTING HEADBAND
The CRONOS Riing RGB 7.1 comes in a signature soft foam and premium fabric design for optimal ear
comfort. Ear cushion thickness has also been increase to 25mm to provide increased comfort for longer
gaming sessions.

PREMIUM COMFORT FOR LONG GAMING SESSIONS
The CRONOS Riing RGB 7.1 comes in a signature soft foam and premium fabric design for optimal ear
comfort. Ear cushion thickness has also been increase to 25mm to provide increased comfort for longer
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gaming sessions.

CONVENIENT IN-LINE CONTROL
With inline control design, the CRONOS Riing RGB 7.1 allows you adjust the volume, mute, 3D surround
sound and EQ settings in seconds.

FOLD FLAT & DURABLE DESIGN
Fold flat design for maximum portability and comfort.

Specifications

HEADSET SPECS.

Color Diamond Black

Connector USB Plug x1

Driver Unit (mm) 50mm Neodymium Magnet

Cable Length 2.0 meters

Plug&Play Microphone Yes

External In-Line Controller Yes

Part Number HT-CRA-DIECBK-20

Channel Virtual 3D 7.1 Surround Sound

Frequency Response 20Hz-20KHz

Impedance 32 Ω

SENSITIVITY 99 ±3 dB

MAX INPUT 100 mW

MICROPHONE SPECS.

Mic Directivity Omni-directional

Accessories Warranty card x 1 Quick Installation Guide x 1

Mic Sensitivity -42dB ± 3dB

Mic Frequency 100Hz~10KHz
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Mic Impedance < 2.2kΩ

Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU HT-CRA-DIECBK-20

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Ear Connection Circumaural

Connection Type USB

Special Price $67.49


